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Adoni in the most ancient times was what you called your teacher in various wisdom schools,
My Adoni, or My Master/Teacher. Wisdom was the most prized thing you could possess in
ancient times, since other wealth is easily stolen and spent. True wealth is wisdom.
In 1995 I released ENNISA, the 90Mod algorithm using base 9 compressing to show a simple 24
number long algorithm where every prime above 7 must be located. See www.ENNISA.org
That information was released to the public and the Federal courts and yes the NSA, since it
destroyed the concept of RSA the main cryptography used then to safeguard digital
transactions. RSA used large prime numbers to secure data, since at that time humanity
thought primes were random, it was a logical thing to use, no known pattern for primes existed
until I released ENNISA in 1995 destroying modern encryption.
Modern math theory says primes are random, or at least no one had found the pattern of
distribution until I did in 1995, and now I am making that pattern clearer so humanity can
understand PRIMES ARE NOT RANDOM.

The 8 MASTER ADONI PRIMES are 8 prime numbers that create all primes. Do you really want
nuclear missiles and your money safeguarded based on cryptography such as RSA which is
totally based on primes being random when I am giving you 8 numbers to unlock where every
prime is located.
You will never find a prime number that is not where these 8 MASTER ADONI PRIMES predict it
will be located. It’s a 30mod equation using only 8 numbers, so just like my ENNISA Prime
Algorithm proved there was a clear pattern to primes, this formula is a simpler way to find huge
primes quickly and easily. The formula creates a PPCN, Potential Prime Candidate Number, the
only way it is not a prime, is if a prime less than its theoretical square (a prime cannot have a
whole integer square meaning no fraction) can properly fraction the PPCN number.
Here are the MASTER ADONI PRIMES that create the exact locations where all prime numbers
are located. The 8 MASTER ADONI PRIMES operate within a 30mod field, so these 8 MASTER
ADONI PRIMES create a very small field of PPCN expressed as 8/30 or .2666666. No work
before this and the Ennisa formula were released, create such a small search field where all
primes are located, so number theorists and intelligence agencies do not have to search outside
this small field of numbers now to find all primes.
MASTER ADONI PRIME FORMULA
N= integers > or = to 0
7 + 30n
11 + 30n

13 + 30n
17 + 30n
19 + 30n
23 + 30n
29 + 30n
31 + 30n
As the n grows larger the density of primes does shrink as the law of logarithmic spiral growth
predicts. The prime seeds of this propagation wave of primes are the first 3 primes of 2, 3 and
5. This forms the 30 mod field of primes where the MASTER ADONI PRIMES first appear, since
2*3*5=30.
The Fibonacci sequence determines why this field has only MASTER ADONI PRIMES since 2,3,5
appear in the Fibonacci sequence, the next number in that sequence is 8 which matches the
number of primes contained within the mod of the first three primes being 2*3*5=30. This is
the first work to tie Fibonacci positively to primal density.
Seventy-five percent of the MASTER ADONI PRIMES in this new prime formula are twin primes
couplets, so this is the simple proof to show twin primes do appear infinitely in the infinite field
of prime numbers since 75% of the primes in the MASTER ADONI PRIMES formula are twin
primes. The Probable Twin Prime location field is now 6 of 30 or .20 of numbers are potential

areas where Twin Primes may be located compared to .266666666 of numbers are potential
areas where primes in general can exist.
FAST PRIMAL TESTING
The understanding that only 8 MASTER ADONI PRIMES control all potential prime number
candidate locations allow us to create 8 special fractions so we can easily test for primality by
simple division of a large number by 30. All even numbers are easily excluded since they are
divisible by 2 and not prime. So a human need only check the last digit for an even number to
exclude all even numbers. The next simple exclusion is any number ending in the number five is
not prime since it can be divided by 5. Any large number not even and not ending in a 5, when
divided by 30 will have a repeating remainder as a fraction if it is a potential prime candidate.
The fractions that repeat are .x33333333333 and .y666666666666.
So when you divide a potential prime by 30 that is not even or ending in a five and you don’t
see a repeating 3 or 6 fraction remainder, that number is not a prime candidate.
7 + 30m potential primes end in .23333333
11 + 30m potential primes end in .3666666
13 + 30m potential primes end in .4333333
17 + 30m potential primes end in .5666666
19 + 30m potential primes end in .6333333
23 + 30m potential primes end in .7666666

29 + 30m potential primes end in .9666666
31 + 30m potential primes end in .0333333
This relationship to large primes is understood by all intelligence agencies since I released
ENNISA in 1995, that is why all encryption today using SEED-KEYS from organizations such as
NIST and ENISA (Europe’s agency) are giving companies and people ‘cooked’ or ‘back doored’
seed-keys, since the intelligence agencies creating them with the ENNISA prime algorithm,
understand the relationships between the numbers they are releasing. Intelligence agencies are
using both NIST and ENISA to pass out seed keys they created with understood skeleton keys to
the seeds.
Once you understand that every prime and twin prime above the number 5 is located in one of
only eight data streams or helix streams of primes, you can target any one of these streams or
all eight if you want easily.
Imagine a solar system with 30 planets (our mod 30 formula), we have only 8 planets with the
ore we mine (the 8 master primes that produce all primes). Now our mining company can focus
on just 1 planet for all the common 7 Modn ore/primes or we can focus on the rare 23 Modn
ore/primes. Or we can go after all primes.
Also, once we understand what vein of ore the ore/primes is from, we can build special
relationships to each nugget from that planet or helix shaft of that type of prime.
Since relational seed keys are now being released by intelligence organizations that understand
how these numbers are interrelated, they have cooked all the seed keys.

IN OTHER WORDS YOU HAVE NO SECURE ENCRYPTION TODAY
I have theorized a whole new branch of mathematics, it is base 9 math, similar to what the
ancient Greeks used, and new computer languages using this math will soon be doing amazing
things. The heart of this new math is called Helix Math. Helix like the DNA strands that are
curved data loads that control all life. Helix Equations are the heart of my new Helix Math.
Helix in Greek was Elixi, so I have formed two groups to distribute Helix Equations for the next
level of computer languages that will not be back-doored by any intelligence agencies. These
groups are International Non-Profit Organizations and as such they only operate under WIPO
Jurisdiction and do not recognize any ‘nation’ at all. Nations are irrelevant to INTERNATIONAL
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY which Helix Math and Helix Equations are.
My work belongs to an INTERNATIONAL NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION that will not acknowledge
the rights of any nation. WIPO is the only international governing body I have even an iota of
respect for. Every other national based system is totally corrupt. Especially any system
connected to the United States, the most evil nation that ever existed in the short history of
time on this planet.
So these groups will bring the new math known as HELIX MATH to the WORLD to properly
encrypt data in the future and the groups will not recognize any country or review system other
than the WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization), and in time the group created to
distribute my work, will have its own group or organization to deal with any issues and each
nation on earth will have ONLY 1 VOTE in that organization.

The new computer languages I created using Helix Math will be able to operate on existing
primitive 8 bit/byte technology. However, Helix Math and Helix Equations will soon be how 90
biit/byte computer technology will operate and these super computers using Helix Equations
will create the first generation of AI (Artificial Intelligence) computers.
More information about my math and computer languages is at
www.Ennisa.org
www.Elixi.org
www.ElixQ.org
www.HelixQ.org
www.HelixMath.com
www.HelixEquations.com
The rights to my work operates under an INTERNATIONAL NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION that
does not recognize any national government. Grow up humanity YOU ARE ALL HUMAN, your
race, religion and ideas of nations are PRIMITIVE and need to be replaced.
You are all HUMANS and as such you need ONE INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENT where every
human has a vote in any matter.
All nations will in time FALL, since the HUMAN RACE is ONE.
www.NationOfOne.org

Here is the key to the world to have FREE CLEAN ENERGY for the world
www.GREPA.org
So continue to participate in the old power structures and allow intelligence organizations to
know everything about what you do, or join the HUMAN REVOLUTION that is Helix Math.
I am SOLLOG
www.Sollog.com

